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Season 47, Episode 234
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Ep. #11958



Craig wakes up on Barbaras couch and after some bickering, they attempt to reconcile. Craig gives Barbara some good advice. Jessica cant believe it when Marshall acts as if nothing happened the night before. Later, Jessica hints to Margo about her problem with Marshall. Jessica confronts Marshall and accuses him of sexual assault. When Marshall refutes Jessicas version of events, Jessica tells Marshall she cant be his lawyer anymore. After learning of her possible divorce, Mike asks Carly to live with him and allow him to be a full-time parent. Meanwhile, Molly finds Jack packing up Carlys things and protests Jacks filing for divorce. When Jack accuses Molly of using him to get back at Mike, she assures him that isnt the case. But later, Molly goes to the cottage to try to win back Mike and he is unsure how to respond. At Fairwinds, Carly asks Craig for a large cash advance based on her future earnings at Monte Carlo so she can move out of Mikes place. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
5 March 2003, 14:00
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